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Noahs Ark Lift The Flap
Meet all sorts of animals when you peek and explore around Noah's ark! Each scene features a pair of lift-a-flaps with peek-a-boo surprises.
Inside the flaps, you'll find fun facts about animals and more. Encourages use of fine motor skills Supports comprehension & vocabulary
growth Entertains with exploration & surprise
Endorsed by religious leaders, this groundbreaking book offers 15 step-by-step lesson plans for family members, educators, or church staff,
covering Bible stories from Creation to the parting of the Red Sea. The easy-to-understand lessons are written specifically for children with
autism.
Children’s Bibles are often the first encounter people have with the Bible, shaping their perceptions of its stories and characters at an early
age. The material under discussion in this book not only includes traditional children’s Bibles but also more recent phenomena such as
manga Bibles and animated films for children. The book highlights the complex and even tense relationship between text and image in these
Bibles, which is discussed from different angles in the essays. Their shared focus is on the representation of “others”—foreigners, enemies,
women, even children themselves—in predominantly Hebrew Bible stories. The contributors are Tim Beal, Ruth B. Bottigheimer, Melody
Briggs, Rubén R. Dupertuis, Emma England, J. Cheryl Exum, Danna Nolan Fewell, David M. Gunn, Laurel Koepf, Archie Chi Chung Lee,
Jeremy Punt, Hugh S. Pyper, Cynthia M. Rogers, Mark Roncace, Susanne Scholz, Jaqueline S. du Toit, and Caroline Vander Stichele.
Ideas for an integrated approach to teaching and learning about endangered animals for grades K-12.
For nearly 400 years, the Authorized Version of the Bible popularly known as the King James Version has been beloved for its majestic
phrasing and stately cadences. No other book has so profoundly influenced our language and our theology. This space-saving, portable
edition of the King James Version is enhanced by useful study helps and references. Its easy-to-read type, compact size, and affordability
combine to make it the ideal Bible to carry in briefcase, backpack, or totebag for both devotional and study purposes. FEATURES OF THE
KJV COMPACT REFERENCE BIBLE End of verse cross-reference system unlocks the riches of the Bible Concordance for locating key
passages Full-color maps Words of Christ in red Personal presentation page Gilded page edges Ribbon marker 8-point type "
Readers can lift the flap to identify colors, match up animals, and explore sounds as Noah and his family build the ark and save the animals
from the Great Flood.
Interactive lift-the-flap illustrations show biblical stories, including Noah and the ark, Jacob's dream, Moses and the pharaoh, the adoration of
the shepherds, Jesus feeding the five thousand, and the Resurrection. On board pages.

Describes the story of Noah building his ark to save the animals of the world through colorful illustrations and lift-the-flap panels.
Introduces young readers to famous Bible stories, including Noah's Ark, the Exodus, the temple of Solomon, and the birth of
Jesus, using a lift-the-flap format.
The beloved story of Noah and the ark is retold in this delightful new addition to the best-selling Fisher-Price lift-the-flap line.
Noah’s amazing adventure comes to life with dozens of exciting flaps in this book based on the popular Little People Noah’s Ark
play set. When God told Noah to build a boat, he did! And he filled it with two of every animal. Early learning activities throughout
and more than 50 flaps that are both educational and entertaining make this a book that kids will go back to again and again.
Outlines storytelling programs for young library audiences, explaining general planning considerations and providing fifty readymade programs on such themes as holidays, gardens, animals, play, and seasons.
When God tells Noah that it is going to rain for a long time, Noah builds a big boat to shelter the animals. As the dark gray clouds
gather, Noah finds two of every animal to join him on the ark--soft tigers, rough elephants, furry giraffes and fluffy rabbits. There
the rough and the smooth animals shelter together until the rains stop and the floods clear-and the reader discovers the surprise
lift-the-flap ending.
Kids typically fight for the reasons when can't learn find fair and happy ways to share. In this humorous story, children can learn
how to think from the angles of the big bear and the weasels and get to know how to share, how to be fair, how to deal with
relationships, and not only be smart, but also be brilliant!
In this feel-and-touch and pop-up book, a variety of animals explain that they don't bite, but the reader will finally meet an animal
that does.
The beloved story of Noah and the ark is retold in this delightful lift-the-flap book filled with sturdy flaps to peek under. Noah’s
amazing adventure comes to life with dozens of exciting flaps in this book based on the popular Little People Noah’s Ark play set.
When God told Noah to build a boat, he did! And he filled it with two of every animal. Early learning activities throughout and more
than 50 flaps that are both educational and entertaining make this a book that kids will go back to again and again.
The Read and Play board book series combines a variety of activities with basic Bible stories to keep little ones engaged as they
listen. Featuring Pop-Up, Lift the Flap, Jigsaw Puzzle, and Touch and Feel, these Bible story board books will keep young children
entertained for hours! This series includes: Miracles of Jesus: Lift the Flap surprises accompany the miraculous works of Jesus In
the Beginning: Jigsaw Puzzle helps children to piece together the amazing story of Creation Moses: Pop-Up pieces make the story
of Moses spring to life Noah's Ark: Touch and Feel enhancements allow children to feel the animals for themselves
Fun, easy and inexpensive family entertainment-you'll find it all in Let the Adventure Begin: Theme Nights for Families With Young
Children. Laurie Moulton (author, teacher and mom) provides fun and easy family night activities based around different themes.
Kids ages 2-7 will love being pirates on pirate night, going on rescue missions on firefighter night, or learning new dance moves on
ballerina night. Each theme contains meal ideas, activities, online resources, and other readily available resources such as books
and DVDs. A great alternative to family game night, family theme nights will soon become a new favorite in your home!
Learn about numbers, matching pairs, sounds, shapes, and colors by peeking under the flaps of this great, big ark book. Includes
over 45 fun flaps!
A Christmas lift-the-flap board book about what you'll find in Santa's house from the creator of Open the Preschool Door, Open the
Barn Door, Open the Garage Door, and Open the Church Door! The warmth and wonder of Santa Claus's home is found under the
10 flaps in this lift-the-flap board book. Children will find out where Santa lives, take a sneak peek inside his workshop, see what
he's baking in his kitchen, and much, much more. With a simple story and colorful and inviting illustrations, this is a perfect and
engaging holiday read for little ones.
The animals enter Noah's ark in various groupings from one to ten. Illustrations have lift-up flaps.
Can you find the tigers? Can you find the rainbow? Children will love lifting the flaps and seeing what's underneath! Cheerful,
vibrant artwork and sturdy flaps make this interactive version of Noah's story perfect for little ones.
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Rich illustrations with forty-five interactive lift-the-flaps provide preschoolers with twelve tales from the Old and New
Testaments, such as Noah's Ark and the creation of the world.
The animals went in two by two, the elephant and the kangaroo. And once the rain starts to pour, Noah will have to work
very hard to get all the animals into the ark on time. This is a comical retelling of the favorite nursery rhyme from a
popular team, with lift-the-flap pages that are just right for small hands.
Giant lift-the-flap board book! Interactive and toddler-friendly! Uncover all sorts of surprises on Noah's ark with this giant
flap book, perfect for little hands and curious minds. This sturdy giant board book has over 30 flaps to peek under,
revealing happy animals and Noah's family all snug inside the ark. Illustrated in a simple art style, using bright primary
colors to stimulate interactive learning.
Interactive lift-the-flap illustrations show biblical stories, including Noah and the ark, Daniel and the lions, and Paul's
conversion. On board pages.
Interactive lift-the-flap illustrations show biblical stories, including Noah and the ark, Daniel and the lions, and Moses. On
board pages.
The Beginner's Bible has been a favorite with young children and their parents since its release in 1989 with over 25
million products sold. It's the perfect starting point for discovering the beautiful story of the Bible. Join Noah and the
animals on the ark in this interactive lift-a-flap adventure. Featuring engaging artwork and 50 fun flaps, The Beginner's
Bible All Aboard Noah's Ark encourages children to identify colors, shapes, and sounds, match up animals, count and so
much more. As they explore, little ones will be reminded of God's love for Noah, and for them!
Part of a trio of interactive lift-the-flap books, Noah’s Big Boat retells the favorite story of Noah and the animals on the ark. The jumbo size
flaps on each page unfold to tell the story and show the hidden image, making it easier to remember the story. Kids will want to find the
animals by unfolding the flaps while learning about God’s word.
Highlights baby books, preschool and picture books, poetry and anthologies, early readers, fiction, special needs, award winners, and titles
appropriate for toddlers. A section on how to use the internet to look for children's books is also included.
Packed with ideas for the primary school teacher, this book includes stories, songs and drama activities from six major world religions:
Christianity, Buddhism, Hinduism, Islam, Judaism and Sikhism. The book is helpfully split into topic areas which include:New
BeginningsPlaces of WorshipFriendsFestivalsRites of PassageWater ThemesAnimals and BirdsInspirational Leaders. There is also a useful
section on background information with pronunciation guides for teachers for the different world religions feature.
A collection of eight very simple Bible stories in a large cased board book format. Each story is told across a double page and there are flaps
on every page. What is under the big cloud over Noah's ark? Lift the flap to find out! Bright, quirky illustrations full of wit and colour from
Louise Anglicas are perfect for this engaging introduction to Bible stories. Noah and the Ark, Moses and the Bulrushes,Daniel and the Lions,
Jonah and the Great Fish, Born in a Stable, Boy with Loaves and Fishes, The Lost Sheep, Man Lowered through the Roof
This charming and colorful three-dimensional padded cloth toy is shaped like Noah's ark and filled with little stuffed-fabric animals. They
come in pairs of two, exactly like they are in the bible story of Noah and the ark. Kids will find pairs of horses, giraffes, sheep, elephants, and
others--12 miniature animals in all. There is also a stuffed-cloth Noah, who smiles over all the animals. A skylight flap opens on the ark's roof
to show a picture of Noah's wife and children, and a door at the ark's stern unfolds, becoming a ramp on which the animals can board the ark.
When kids want to take all the animals out of the ark they can lift the roof and open it from its Velcro tab. A delightful extra feature is an eight
page illustrated cloth book (size 4 1/2" x 4 1/4") that tells the story of Noah and the flood in easy words. (Ages Infant-3)
The story of Noah's ark comes to life in this brightly-illustrated flap book, bursting with animals of every shape and size--two by two!
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